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(e necessity of the use of several mobile services increases every day. (is requires the consumption of energy rates. Hence,
minimizing the energy and interferences of mobile users are major concerns of Heterogeneous Networks (HetNet). (is paper
aims to improve the energy of mobile users by minimizing a weighted function. To consider significant weights values, we have
exploited the multicriteria AHPmethod.(e cost function represents the cost of users toward available BS. It includes the essential
criteria influencing energy consumption. Moreover, we introduce an optimal user association based on their minimal cost values.
Simulation results prove that the optimal method has saved more energy and reduced network interferences.

1. Introduction

HetNets are considered to offer added capacity and more
spectral efficiency. HetNet is a grouping the different cell
kinds: Macro, Picos and femtoscell, and divided access
technology. Picocells and femtocells named small cells are
densely populated and distributed in the geographic area of
the macro cell. (ese small cells [1] use less power as they
present end users are nearer to network access points. (at
way, one of the key objects for HetNet is to improve energy-
efficient and reduce themitigation interference of small cells.
(emobile wireless communication, which necessitates high
energy efficiency (EE), great system capacity, less interfer-
ence and strong signal coverage, and, have contracted
rapidly and experienced explosive data evolution over the
last period, [2]. Because by this trend, satisfying the im-
proved EE, mitigation interference and improved quality of
service (QoS), the HetNet nowadays has to transport divers
data information to the users with higher energy-efficiency.
So, the architecture of the multi-tier heterogeneous network
(HetNet), based on small cells, has been propounded as a
promising technology to grow and increase the network
capacity and avert coverage holes [3]. Also, due to the swiftly
increase energy consumption in wireless systems, the

research study of EE has concerned broad attention all over
the world [4, 5]. It is known that HetNet with small cells can
resolve the physical poverty of radiofrequency and growth the
system capacity to some level, but at the purse of the extent and
deployingmore hardware infrastructures, that mains to higher
energy consumption accordingly [6]. (erefore, owing to the
compromise between the profit and cost, the EE and man-
agement of the intereference of HetNet is enough interesting
and dignified of research, that is primarily discussed in this
paper. InHetNet, the greater density deployed usermobile and
small cells are frequently lightly charged because of their base
transmit power associated with macro base stations (BSs).
Orderly to take full benefit and supervised the signal trans-
mission between user’s mobileMUEs andmacro, smallcells. In
this paper, we explore a new algorithm based on a cost
function for user association in HetNet. We have exploited the
AHP method for attributing a significant values of weights in
the cost function.We have taken into account three important
factors: SINR, distance, and the power consumed by the user.
Motivated by the importance of enhancing energy efficiency
and making an optimal association of users, we have for-
mulated our problem as a minimization problem. Moreover,
we have exploited the AHP process for attributing the weights’
preferences in the proposed cost function, where three
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essential criteria are considered. (is paper is organized as
follows: Section 2 reviews the most popular and recent ap-
proaches used for improving the energy efficiency in HetNets.
Section 3 presents the main contributions of this work. Section
4 details the problem formulation and the numerical illus-
tration. Section 5 presents the results of the studied scenarios.
Section 6 concludes the present study.

2. Related Works

In recent years, the research including improved EE and
mitigation of interference based on SINR in HetNet has
concerned more interests all to the world. On EE, significant
results previously exist to save battery power as well as small
and macro Base Station (BS) transmission power. In [7], the
authors proposed an algorithm to resolve the nonlinear
mixed-integer programming problem where is combined
cell activation and selection scheme for energy efficiency and
developed a three-layer iterative. In [8] exploited the
weighted sum of rates in the long-term to stability the
network weight and therefore realized developed load bal-
ancing benefit and energy efficiency. In [9] explored scheme-
based BS association for heterogeneous networks and
proposed a distributed charge update approach based on
algorithm a coordinate descent. In [10] suggest a quality of
service (QoS) determined distributed cell association

algorithm in that users obtain a number of resource blocks
which is only adequate to satisfy their QoS constraints while
exploiting the sum purpose of rate. In [11] proposed al-
gorithm that combined user scheduling and user association
for load balancing and EE by maximizing a distributed
technique the optimization named the alternating direction
method of multipliers. In [12] proposed algorithm the utility
that based on user association which practices an almost
technical based on subframe interference coordination. In
[13] proposed algorithm a distributed certainty propagation
to determine user association problems in HetNet with
several user significances. In [14] proposed many schemes of
user association based on weighted average rate using sto-
chastic geometry approach and on cover probability. In [15]
proposed algorithm of power control with mobility pre-
diction to evaluate far radio head switching processes in a
heterogeneous cloud radio access network (H-CRAN) to
enhance energy efficiency. In [16] presented a joint opti-
mization approach that considers the BS sleep model for
ameliorating the energy-efficiency of HetNet. In [17] elab-
orate algorithm a Small-BS on/off switching based on the

Macro cell

MUE

MUE
Small cell 1

Small cell 2

Figure 1: (e system model for uplink transmission in HetNet.

Table 1: Criteria importance meaning.

Relative importanc Meaning
1 Equal
3 Weak
5 Strong
7 Demonstrated over the others
9 Absolute

Table 2: RCI values.

Criteria number RCI values
1 0
2 0
3 0.58
4 0.90
5 1.12
6 1.24
7 1.32
8 1.41
9 1.45
10 1.49
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optimum distance to decrease power consumption in the
network. In [18] considered a small-cell sleep methodology
based on the traffic load in that BSs are put off for a certain
duration when their traffic load reductions under some
threshold. In [19] proposed an energy-efficient growth
problem based on coverage probability below also a random
sleeping strategic sleeping policy and purpose static and
dynamic user models in the sleeping policy strategic, that
only take on considered BS on/off strategies but not take the
user association. In [20] proposed a Markov theory for
Mobility Model based on Velocity Organization (MM-VC)
and studies the characteristics of the phase-type distribution
of cell resident time. Also, the sleeping strategy between
small cells was useful to decrease the energy consumption of
the system. However, it only measured energy consumption
and canceled the throughput of the network. Moreover, it
did not consider the user association. In [21] proposed
strategies that corporate optimization method considering
User Association and Small-Cell Base Station On/Off
Strategies for Energy Efficiency.(e authors in [22] optimized
the Resource Allocation (RA) problem in the Internet of things
(IoT) based on the heuristic algorithm, this algorithm aims to

achieve the goal of optimizing the RA and decreasing the
total communication cost between resources and gate-
ways. In [23], the authors proposed the Bat Algorithm
(BA) for reducing the energy consumption in a wireless
sensor network. (is algorithm aims to select the best
monitoring sensor node in the path to decreasing energy
consumption. Moreover, its main objective is to cover the
network lifetime through covering the lifetime of oper-
ating sensors as well as transferring collected data from
great node to the sink. (e authors in [24] proposed the
method of machine learning paradigm applying Position-
Based Services (PBSs) confidentiality via the mobile edge
computing in the real-time industrial informatics, to
assure the timely delivery of position-based services at the
network edge. (e profits of mobile edge service policy
proposal position privacy and poor latency by a resource

Initialize the weights of criteria: α, β and c

Initialize the coverage of the BS: R.
Initialize the list of users: #ListUsers
Initialize the list of the available BSs: #ListBS
for j ∈ [|1, #ListUsers|] do
for k ∈ [|1, #ListBS|] do
if d(j, k)< � RBS then
Compute α, β, c using equations (7) and (8)
Compute Cost(j, k)⟵α d(j, k) + βEt

r(j, k) + cSINR(j, k)

end if
end for

end for
for l ∈ [|1, #ListUsers|] do
for m ∈ [|1, #ListBS|] do
Compute min(Cost(l, m) using equations (4)–(6)
Calculate EE
Calculate SINR

end for
end for

ALGORITHM 1: Optimal user association.

Table 3: Matrix of criteria importance.

Criteria C1 C2 C3
C1 1 7 9
C2 0.14 1 3
C3 0.11 0.33 1

Table 4: Normlized matrix.

Criteria C1 C2 C3
C1 0.80 0.84 0.69
C2 0.112 0.120 0.23
C3 0.08 0.039 0.07

Table 5: Weighted matrix.

Criteria C1 C2 C3
C1 0.77 1.07 0.61
C2 0.10 0.15 0.20
C3 0.08 0.05 0.06

Table 6: Simulation parameters.

Parameter Value
Number of macro BS 1
Number of small BS 2
Users number 30-60-90
Noise power −174 dBmHz
Power of transmission (macro BS) 46 dBm
Power of transmission (small cell 1) 20
Power of transmission (small cell 2) 25
Pathloss 128,1 + 37 log10 (d)
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of networking and computing services at the locality of
roaming users. In [25], authors proposed the energy-
aware green model for Cyber-Physical Security (CPS) in a
smart industrial system through achieving confidential-
ity, the main goal is to improve its energy consumption.
So the proposed model that runs on real-time taking into
account the regressive position-based query scheduling
to decrease the communication and computation cost for
each query. Hence, this eases the energy consumption
optimization. Several studies have been focused on the
integrated multi-criteria tools, where different multi-
criteria methods have been combined for achieving a
significant selection. Among these combined tools AHP-
TOPSIS and Fuzzy-AHP tools are widely exploited. To
maximize the network lifetime in WSN, authors in [26]
proposed an integrated AHP-TOPSIS tool. (e combined
model aims to select the clusters’ leaders efficiently.

3. Authors’ Contributions

In this section, (e authors present the main contributions
of this work:

(i) (e above studies generally take attention to the
combined optimization algorithms between BSs
strategies and user association. (ough, all of the
aforementioned analyses did not focus necessarily
on joint optimization algorithms of user association
and Interference strategy.

(ii) (e majority of the previously achieved works de-
termine the criteria importance using equal or
random preferences of criteria. However, the
present study focuses on a novel selection algorithm
based on the AHP method to determine the sig-
nificant importance of the essential criteria.
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Figure 2: (e energy efficiency (a) and SINR (b) of macro BS for 30 MUE.
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Figure 3: (e energy efficiency (a) and SINR (b) of small BS 1 for 30 MUE.
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Figure 4: (e energy efficiency (a) and SINR (b) of small BS 2 for 30 MUE macro.
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Figure 5: (e energy efficiency (a) and SINR (b) of macro BS for 60 MUE.
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Figure 6: (e energy efficiency (a) and SINR (b) of small BS 1 for 60 MUE.
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(iii) From our knowledge, this work is the first one that
combines the multi-criteria AHP method and an
optimization algorithm for minimizing the cost of
the users association and resolving the problem of
network interferences.

4. Proposed Work

4.1. System Model and Problem Formulation. (e system
model illustrates in Figure 1 contains oneMacro base station
(Macro Cell) underlaid with two Small base station (Small
Cell). (e user mobile (MUEs) is randomly positioned in the
coverage area of the Macro Cell, while the MUEs are ran-
domly located in their associated Small Cells.

In our model, Users are characterized by various criteria
where each one influences the user association. (e main
objective of this work is enhancing energy efficiency by re-
ducing the wireless interferences and making an efficient user

association considering several criteria. the SINR of MUE i,
associated with its designated MBS k can be written as [27]:

Y
k,m
i �

Pi
mGk,m

i

j∈Im
Pm

j Gm
j + r∈If

P
f
r G

f
r + σ2

, (1)

the EE of the nth UE which selects the mth BS can be written
as [28]:

EEm,n �
B log2 1 + Ym,n 

Psum
n

, (2)

where: ε represents the power coefficient and ε ∈ [0; 1],
Psum

n � PCU + εPT
n

In order to include the different criteria for making users
association, we consider the following weighted function:

f(u) � α∗ d + β∗E + c
∗SINR, (3)
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Figure 7: (e energy efficiency (a) and SINR (b) of small BS 2 for 60 MUE.
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Figure 8: (e energy efficiency (a) and SINR (b) of macro BS for 90 MUE.
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where α represents the weight associated with energy criteria
(E). β is the weight of the distance separating the user from
the BS. c is the weight of the SINR criteria.

Each user has three essential criteria (distance from BS,
its power and the value of its SINR) where each one
impacts its value. In this work, we assume that each user
disposes of an association cost. So, the association of all
users composes a cost matrix. (e main objective of the
user association problem is designing an optimal associ-
ation technique. (erefore, our problem is minimizing the
cost of the users association. We express our problem as
follows:

minf(u), (4)

subject to:

α + β + c � 1, (5)

α, β and c ∈ [0; 1]. (6)

4.2. AHPMethod. AHP is a well knownmulticriteria method
exploited for resolving decision problems. It has been applied
in several research fields including marketing and engi-
neering. AHP method is composed of five steps: [29].

Step 1: Determine the problem criteria.
Step 2: generate the pair wise-comparison for all criteria
using the values of Table 1.
Step 3: determine the most appropriate eigenvectors to
the maximal eigenvalue to define the criteria importance.
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Figure 9: (e energy efficiency (a) and SINR (b) of small BS 1 for 90 MUE.
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Figure 10: (e energy efficiency (a) and SINR (b) of small BS 2 for 90 MUE.
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Step 4: represent a validation step where judgments
consistency is compared to Consistency Ratio (CR) and
Consistency Index (CI) [30]:

CI �
μmax − n

n − 1
, (7)

where μmax represents the Eigenvalue that corresponds to the
pair-wise comparisons matrix, and n represents the number
of different elements considered for the comparison. CR is
defined using equation:

CR �
CI
RCI

. (8)

where RCI is a random consistency index chosen from
Table 2 according to the number of criteria. (e last step
aims to validate the process using CR: pairwise comparisons
are considered valid if CR is less or equal to 0.1.

4.3. Optimal User Association

4.3.1. Our Algorithm. (e steps the optimal association of
users are described in Algorithm 1.

4.3.2. Numerical Illustration. (e cost matrix has been
applied to associate users to the most suitable BS. We use the
AHP method to determine criteria weights. Our decision
problem is prioritizing the available BSs.

Our decision matrix is illustrated in Table 3, where we
define all criteria importance. We observe that all matrices
are consistent because each consistency rate is less than 0.1.

(e normalized matrix is given in Table 4:
(e next step focuses on generating criteria weights.

After calculating such weights, we found that C1� 0.77 and
C2� 0.16 and C3� 0.07. To prove that the weights gener-
ating is valid, we calculate the CR value. Firstly, the weighted
matrix is illustrated in Table 5:

LamdaMAx� 3.07 CI� 0.03 CR� 0.06 After calculating
all criteria weights using the AHP model, we use these
generated weights for alternatives costs.

5. Simulation Results

In this section, we present the performances of the proposed
joint user association. In the simulation, we examine a
HetNet scenario containing multiple overlapping area access
networks. We supposed that all the MUE is arbitrarily and
randomly located in the area. (e main parameters used in
the simulation are summarized in Table 6.

5.1. Energy Efficiency and SINR. We evaluate the proposed
association approach in terms of energy efficiency and SINR
factors. In the studied scenario, we consider two small BS
and one macro BS, while the number of mobile users is
varied between 30 and 90 (Figures 2–4). (Figures 5–7), and
(Figures 8–10) depict the curves of the energy efficiency and
the SINR for the association of 30, 60, and 90 MUE re-
spectively. It is clearly shown from curves that the proposed

approach increased significantly the energy efficiency due to
the optimal association of users. Besides, we model the
energy efficiency problem as minimal cost function where
the weights are calculated using the AHP method. (e
calculation of the weights of importance using the AHP
technique has eased making the optimal user association.
Moreover, we observe that the values of the SINR are de-
creased for the users associated with the available BS. Also,
We can conclude that the user association is individual.
Indeed, user15, user16, . . ., and user25 (Figure 2) are not
associated with macro BS because of their increased cost
values. However, these users are associated with the small
BSs due to their minimal cost compared to the macro BS.
Hence, the interference problem is resolved.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we investigated an energy-efficient user as-
sociation and interference mitigation in HetNet. For user
association, we simultaneously considered the SINR, power
consumption, and user distance. In our algorithm, users
associated with BSs depending on their cost values. (is
optimized energy efficiency and mitigation of interference
though concurrently preventing recurrent switching be-
tween users and SBSs. (e simulation results presented that
our proposed strategy can optimize network performance in
HetNet. As future work, we intend to optimize energy
consumption in both uplink and downlink transmissions.
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